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Arizona Cardinals: Preview and Prediction The Arizona Cardinals are coming to
Philadelphia for the first time in franchise history. And they will be looking to snap an

eight-game losing streak to the Eagles. Meanwhile, the Philadelphia Eagles look to win
their second consecutive game and improve to 4-2. The Cardinals will be playing with an
extra sense of urgency this week, as they could very well be locking in their playoff spot.

The Cardinals are coming off a disappointing road loss to Seattle. Arizona is not in the
playoffs, but they will play spoiler to the Eagles. Philadelphia is also coming off a
disappointing home loss. Philadelphia is at 4-2, but they are falling out of playoff

contention. Arizona Cardinals at Philadelphia Eagles Date: Sunday, Nov. 16Time: 4 p.m.
ET On the Ground: The Cardinals will be running the ball a lot, as the team could very well
be playing spoiler to the Eagles. Arizona is in need of a win, as they are currently tied for

the final NFC wild-card spot. The Cardinals are currently in a tie with the Green Bay
Packers at 6-7. Meanwhile, the Eagles are in need of a win, as they are now tied with the

Chicago Bears for the NFC East. Philadelphia is 4-2, but they are losing ground as they are
down to the Washington Redskins and the Dallas Cowboys by one game. In the air: The
Cardinals are known for a stout defense, but when you look at the key players on the

team, you can see why the Eagles can be expected to make a huge statement. Arizona
Cardinals’ linebacker Deone Bucannon has been very vocal against the offense, as well as
the Eagles’ receivers. This could help the Eagles receivers who have been having trouble
with a lack of coverage in coverage. In the air, Philadelphia is coming off a disappointing

outing against the Los Angeles Rams. The Eagles were allowing 306.4 yards per game and
126.3 yards through
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